One-Page Proposal Template
A tool for your Horizon 2020 idea

see http://horizonbook.eu/resources/one-page-proposal-template/ for more information

Title:
Try to find a descriptive title and an acronym.

Contact:
Name, email, organisation and telephone.

Proposal idea:
Description of the idea in no more than 3-5 sentences.

Objectives:
What do you want to achieve with your idea?

European Dimension:
Why should this be an EU/Horizon 2020 project?

Results:
What concrete results will come out of your project?

Users:
Who can and will use the results of your project?

Impact:
What is possible once your project achieves its objectives and delivers its results?

Tentative Horizon 2020 work programme, call, and funding scheme:
This is needed for partner organisations to evaluate the financial and organisational feasibility.

Partners and roles:
Which functions and roles need to be filled?

Budget and duration estimate:
Budget in the order of thousands or millions of Euro?

Project duration in months or years?

Learn to write better Horizon 2020 proposals: www.horizonbook.eu